In all cases of antenatal screening, the woman must be fully informed and understand the implications of the test, be promptly advised of their test result and be referred for further management and definitive diagnosis if their screening test is positive or suggestive of high risk.
A positive prenatal diagnosis poses many ethical issues and challenging decisions for parents and clinicians. In those at increased risk of having a baby with a genetic condition, the risk should be identified and discussed fully before pregnancy and options for prenatal diagnosis discussed. Genetic counseling should be provided.
At the present time around 5000 known disorders are inherited in a monogenetic mendelian fashion. Foremost among them are autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and X-linked disorders, which carry a higher risk of illness than that conveyed by age-related risk. An autosomal dominant condition carries an a priori 50% inheritance risk where one parent is affected. An autosomal recessive disease carries a 25% inheritance risk for children of a healthy carrier couple. An X-linked recessive disorder carries a 50% risk for the son of a carrier mother.
Specific, albeit non-screening genetic tests are currently available for more than 1000 of these diseases. Unlike cytogenetic, prenatal diagnosis based on maternal age, prenatal gene testing is not a screening test. Given the individuality of each case, prior planning is essential. Two differing strategies are possible: indirect and direct genetic testing.
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